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Down the Drain

year ago, as Cascadia Timeswas preparing a report on Portland's air, filmmaker Sharon Genasci approached us with
the idea of collaborating on a documentary
project on the same subject.
Sharon had been investigating air quality in urban neighborhoods near industrial
sanctuaries in the San Francisco Bay Area,
Portland and Seattle. Ir was just her latest of
a string of environmental projects that
included "Logging Siberia," a documentary
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on the Northwest timber industry's erstwhile
plan co clearcut the Russian far east as a
replacement supply for wood, and "The
Water in Our Backyard," a film (also in collaboration with CT Editor Paul Koberstein)
that explored the problems faced by immigrant communities who subsistence fish in
polluted waters. The latter film has been
translated into five languages.
It seemed obvious that material
Cascadia Timeshad dug up about the Oregon
Department of Environmental
Quality's
refusal to fully inform the public about pollution problems would add an important
piece to Sharon's new documentary. Work on
the documentary continued through the end
of the year, and with Bruce Smith of the
Northwest Afrikan-American Ballet adding a
finishing touch with his rousing original
score it was finished just in time for its premier at the Kennedy School, a building in
Northeast Portland that the McMcnamin's
microbrew people refurbished and converted into a restaurant, bar, hotel and cinema.
"What's In Our Air" played before a
packed house. What was remarkable about
the evening is that it brought together ethnically and culturally diverse groups that normally don't talk among each other. Since
then, the documentary has been shown
throughout the Northwest.
Now we have word from Texas that the
documentary has won either a gold or silver
medal
at WorldFesc,
the Houston
International Film Festival. Congratulations
Sharon!
The film is available for sale and for
showing at events. For more information
about the film, or ro sponsor a showing,
please contact Sharon Genasci and Rainbow
Film and Video, (503) 229-0525.
Many thanks to all the new subscribers who received a sample copy of our
"Head 'em up, move 'em out" issue.
Remember to tell your friends about

Cascadia Times!
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Wolves welcome to visit Oregon,
but state says please don't stay

By Elizabeth Grossman

Bob Dole for Viagra; fack
I Ward Thomas for Jekl-Wen

n February 22nd, in the snowy
reaches of Eastern Oregon's
Blue Mountains not far from
the Snake River, a gray wolf, known to
have strayed from an Idaho pack, was
spotted near the town of Sumpter. This
was the first confirmed sighting of a
wolf in Oregon since 1963. Her presence couched off a debate between
conservationists, wildlife managers and
the Oregon ranching community.
Should the wolf be allowed to wander
on her own in Oregon where no wolf
reintroduction
program exists, or
should she be returned by wildlife
management authorities to her pack
across the state border?
What meaning could state border
signs announcing speed limits and
seatbelt regulations have to a wolf?
Were instructions issued to B-45, as
she's known to those managing the
Jureono Pack, explaining that she must
not leave the wolf recovery area in
Idaho?
B-45, a two-year-old female who
wears a radio-telemetry collar as part of
the Idaho federal and tribal wolf recovery program, left her pack in Central

In I 9861Jack Ward:'ihomas gave a
speech at the North American
Wildltfe Conference, saying in -effect
that biologists should never
"perform professional services for
anybody whose role or primary
intent is to damage wildlife;' Now
Thomas, once touted by Al
Gore as the
nation's most
accomplished
ecologist, has
become a public
relation flack for
a $37 million
ski resort inside an old growth forest reserve on national forest lands
in southern Oregon. The site is
home to numerous rare wildlife
species, including the northern
spotted owl. According to a Forest
Service analysis, the development
will destroy more than a quarter of
the mountain's wolverine habitat.
The developer,Jeld-Wen, also plan a
, 2,000-spot parking lot in a bald
eagie nesting and roosting area. The
Environmental Protection Agency
and the Fish and Wildlife Service
has condemned the proJect.

O

The gray wolf hasn't been seen in Oregon since 1963. This wolf belongs to a pack in the
Lake Superior area of Northern Minnesota.

Idaho several months before she
crossed the Snake River into Oregon
when biologists lost track of her signal
on February 12th. For over a month
wildlife authorities monitored her presence in the steep canyons, heavy timber and deep snow near the Middle
Fork of the John Day River. "She's not

bothering anyone or any livestock,"
said George Buckner of the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife,
reporting on the wolf's location .. On
Friday March 26th, B-45 was captured
and flown back to Idaho.
A rule in Idaho's wolf recovery plan
CONTINUED
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Welcome to Montana, CA
By Richa1-d Manning
ne docs not expect enlightenment from a barber
shop conversation, but there it was. I'd always had
hunches about the nature of demographic change in
Western mountain towns, nasty hunches, hunches counter
to the conventional wisdom that immigration was motivated by the newcomers' love of the land, so the newcomers
would become allies in environmental struggles. Nothing,
however, explained my skepticism, other than the simple
fact that the political struggles of my place steadily grew
harder and meaner, despite the newcomers.
The woman in the barber shop was prattling on about
the charms of Missoula, Montana, my hometown, her new
hometown.
"It's just like a little San Francisco."
I baited: "So is that where you're from?"
"No, L.A., bur it's like a little San Francisco here."
"Well, actually, no. It's all white. No ethnic diversity,
and San Francisco is nothing if not diverse. This place is
all white."
"I know. Isn't it wonderful."
Did I mention the newcomer was white? Of course
not. Didn't need to. They almost all are.
I offer here another name for the migration of coastal
urbanites into the mountain towns of the Rockies and
Cascadia: white flight. Writing in March in the New York
Times, California journalist Dale Maharidge offered this
observation: "California is now essentially one large urban
core, with the interrnountain West as its suburb."

O

He says that's how it feels from his end in Palo Alco,
and that's how it feels from mine in Missoula. A majority
of Californians now are not white. As immigrants grow
wealthy enough to afford suburban homes, the white
flight that built the suburbs in the first place flees on.
So now we have a name for it, what does it mean?
Folks who analyze the primary changes of America during
the last decade mark them by the impoverishment of both
cities and rural areas, then talk about a rural-urban split.
The poverty is right, bur the split is wrong; this analysis
misses the point, and it misses more than half of the U.S.
population, which is neither rural nor urban but suburban. This majority is a new one; its emergence the dominant factor of American politics in this generation.
Suburbanites gave us Ronald Reagan and his spawn. The
same force erased John Kennedy's question about what
we can do for country and replaced it with the legitimized
greed present in Reagan's pivotal question: "Are you better off today than you were four years ago."
What Maharidge believes this portends for mountain
towns like mine is increasingly conservative politics. My
state, for instance, once the most Democratic of the intermountain West, can no longer seem co elect a Democrat.
True enough, there has always been a large conservative
element in the state, like Washington's and Oregon's,
based in its eastern agricultural half, rancher and farmers,
not newcomers. But as of the last elections, there was not
a single Democrat in Flathead County in any elected
office, and Flathead is among the three fastest growing in
CONTINUED
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DISNEY's Lake Powell?
What's Next ... YAMAHA's
Yosemite?
A newly formed coalition of busi-

ness interests called the Recreation
Partnership Initiative (RPI) is now
chasing commercial development
dollars for additional public
recreation facilities at Army
il~~e, Corps of U.S. Engineer
water projects. Organizers
say they want to encourage
private development of
public recreational facilities
like marinas, hotel/motel/
restaurant complexes,
conference centers, RV
: camping areas, golf
courses, theme parks, and
entertainment areas with
shops. Organjzers call it a
"win-win" for the public as well as
the private sector because of the
excellent opportunities they will
have to make a profit. The. public
wins because of the additional
recreation opportunities made
available to them and the Corps
CONTINUED
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says that wolves
found outside the
recovery area must
be returned. Both
the
Oregon
Department of Fish
and Wildlife and
regional offices of
US.
Fish
and
Wildlife immediately called for B-45's
return to Idaho.
"One
of the
concerns we have,"
said Roy Heberger,
Assistant
Field
Supervisor for the
Snake River Basin
with the US Fish
and Wildlife Service
in Boise, "is that There is more public
unlike folks over populations.
here in Idaho, or
Wyoming and Montana where they
have experience with wolf recovery,
folks in Oregon, including the agencies, have none." le is not hard to mistake a wolf for a coyote, and coyotes
are the object of an active Animal
Damage Control program throughout
northeastern Oregon, meaning that
they can be trapped, poisoned or shot.
The gray wolf is protected under
the Endangered Species Act, making it
illegal to intentionally harm the protected animals or their habitat.
However a wolf such as B-45 is technically part of a non-essential experimental population. Therefore it is
legal to interfere with - meaning
remove or kill - the animal if it
becomes a problem. Currently Oregon
has no wolf recovery plans.
As there are breeding populations
in nearby states, biologists believe
wolves will reintroduce themselves co
Oregon. "With growing wolf populations in the surrounding region including the states of Idaho, Montana and
Washington, it is only a matter of time
fc;:....before wolves begin to recolonize
Oregon," says George Wuerthner, a
wildlife biologist based in Livingston,
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Siskiyous,
with
large tracts of public
land,
small
human populations
and plentiful deer
and elk, is both
suitable and viable
wolf habitat.
George
Wuerthner points
out chat there is
substantially more
public and unin-

g ;~~:ii th1::dthe~:

~ is in Michigan,
~ Minnesota
or
Wisconsin
which
g currently
support
~ healthy wolf populations.
support healthy wolf
"Nothing with
wolves is without
controversy," said He berger. "The
interest in chis wolf is disproportionate
co what she's capable of," he added,
alluding both co the fears of the
Oregon ranching community and the
hopes of conservationists.
Several
environmental
groups,
including
Defenders of Wildlife and the Predator
Defense Institute, are prepared ro
compensate individual ranchers for
livestock losses that may occur due co
the presence of a wolf such as B-45 in
Oregon.
Oregon's
active Animal
Damage Control program may have
contributed co the Oregon Department
of Fish and Wildlife's extreme eagerness to have the wolf removed, suggest
both ONDA's Belsky and Brooks Fahy
of the Predator Defense Institute.
It is clear, however, that animals
don't recognize borders. Researchers
have documented
that traveling
wolves lay down scent trails that are
later followed by others. Wildlife
authorities and biologists agree that B45 is almost certainly but the first of
other gray wolves to appear in Oregon.
It remains to be seen if the state can
tolerate natural recovery of an endangered species.

8

land

in Oregon than in northern states. which

Montana.
A lone female wolf would likely
encourage the arrival of a male who
would become her mate, say biologists,
raising the possibility that a breeding
population could gradually be established. Wolves are known to range for
hundreds of miles, particularly when
searching for a mate, and the path of a
single wolf can mark the location of
future packs.
"It's time to step back and let
nature take its course," says Joy
Belsky, biologist with the Oregon
Natural Desert Association (ONDA).
"Wolf recolonization by natural means
deserves support," added Suzanne
Laverty of Defenders of.Wildlife.
But the wolf's history in Oregon
has noc been particularly natural. Early
settlers and travelers reported wolves
to be numerous in Oregon. They were
trapped and hunted for fur, and to
reduce their impact on livestock and
game animals. As the state's population began to grow in the 1840s and
1850s, bounties were levied on wolves.
By the 1930s, wolves had been nearly
extirpated from Oregon. Yet biologists
maintain that Oregon, specifically the
Cascades,
Blue
Mountains
and

3

the state, on the west side, a glitz county, a magnet for
immigrants. Maharidge is right.
This is not a diatribe against Republicans, as much as
I'm using Republicanism as an indicator of suburbanization. This new force is a different sort of conservatism, and
I worry more about what this portends for environmental
politics, as opposed to pure partisan politics. Remember, we
were counting on the newcomers for some help. So what
sort of help might they give? It depends on what one means
by environmental policies .
What I mean by environmentalism is the growing
understanding that the earth is finite and intricate, that it
supports our existence here only to the degree we respect
its limits and preserve its intricacy. Pondering this fundamental can quickly bring the conclusion that life will be
grim indeed for most of the world's six billion souls if a few
go on consuming resources at literally twenty times the rate
of the rest.
Suburban America is not about respecting limits.
The rubber-stamped chain malls have begun to ring my
city, monuments to the founding fact of suburban existence, which is consumption. The sports utes stream down
the valley highway that flees the city to the gridlock of new

trophy homes with arched windows craning to steal a vantage of the horizon's unspoiled peaks. All of this seems to
say: "I got mine."
Where is the recognition of limits here that will bring on
the real sacrifices that will be necessary to preserve the very
wilderness and wildlife those arching windows want to see?
For the record: I saw my first gated community in
Montana's Bitterroot Valley this past week.
As I said, I have my own definition of environmental
politics based in limits, but there is of course another view,
one evolved from the legitimate fear of poisons but one that
eventually distills that fear to the point it can only be
understood with the subject "I." This explains why so
many of those gas-guzzling sport utes can be found parked
at the local health food store. The acronym that covers this
branch of environmentalism is NIMBY-ism, in that a poison
is not poison unless it accrues in my backyard. This is the
companion sentiment to "I got mine." I expect to hear a
good deal more about it.
•

Richard Manning is author of One Round River, and publisher
of Headwaters News (www.headwatersnews.org)in Missoula.
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the ecological damage from development is not as apparent as in the United States. Nevertheless, Environmental
Trends in British Columbia, a new report from the Ministry.
of Environment, Lands and Parks, not all is pristine in the
province.
Consider, for instance, its salmon. Clearly, British
Columbia has not nearly exterminated its fish to the
degree south of the border. Still, some 12 percent of
Chinook and 16 percent of coho are at high risk. Chinook
stocks are in greatest danger on Southwest Vancouver
Island, while coho are in most trouble along the Central
Coast. The usual suspects are listed as causes: hydropower, urban development, logging, overfishing, pollution and
changes to the marine environment.
The report highlights a number of concerns, including:

Wildlife. Mountain caribou, grizzly bear and Columbian
sharp-tailed grouse are all classified as vulnerable in B.C.
Grizzly are declining in 20 percent of their range, but increasing in only 1 percent. They are susceptible to human development. B.C., home to almost all of the world's mountain caribou, has driven the animal from nearly half its range through ·
logging lichen-covered old-growth forests. An entire breeding
population of the grouse was lost in the Kootenays from forest encroachment on grasslands due to fire suppression.

Forest Species.

In B.C. forests, about 8 percent of

200 Scientists
declare support
for Snake River
dam removal

N

orthwest scientists are warning
chat the federal government's
salmon recovery efforts on the
Snake River are fixed on a path chat is
likely to send the legendary fish into
extinction within few decades unless
dramatic changes are made quickly. A
March 22 letter to President Clinton
signed by 200 scientists called for a
halt in the practice of barging and
trucking young fish around the lower
Snake and Columbia River dams; and
restoring the lower Snake River to a
free-flowing state.
The full text of their letter:

a

red-listed" - the equivalent of the
Endangered Species List in the U.S. Listed species include
the spotted owl, marbled murrelet and Pacific giant salamander. Of particular concern are the vast majority of fish
species that depend on forest habitats.

Species at Risk.

In all of B.C., some 13 percent of
all vertebrate animals and 12 percent of vascular plant
species, including silvery lupine, are threatened, endangered
or candidates for these designations. A higher proportion of
freshwater fish are in trouble than other groups of animals.
Recovery plans have been prepared for just seven species.

Water Quality. The majority of waters across the
province rate fair to excellent. Nine of 124 water bodies were
rated borderline or poor, due primarily to polluted runoff.

Protected Areas. B.C. has made significant progress
toward its goal of protecting 12 percent of its land base by
2000. Protected areas include national parks, ecological
reserves and recreation areas. In 1990, just 6.3 percent of
the land was protected. By 1998, the province was protecting 10.6 percent. It added protected lands in the Northern
Rockies, Northwest B.C., Central Interior, Southern Interior
and Vancouver Island (Carmanah Walbran watershed).
More information. A copy of the report is
available on the Ministry's Web site:
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/sppljsoerpt/index. html\

Dear President Clinton:
We, the undersigned scientists, are
gravely concerned that current measures to recover Columbia basin
salmon and steelhead are falling far
short of what is needed to avert widespread extinctions in the near future.
We are especially concerned that the
current management approach appears
to be fixed on a path of technological
solutions instead of a return to more
normative river conditions.iThe former
path is a dangerous one that is likely co
send several depressed stocks into
extinction over the next few decades.
The situation is particularly acute
in the Snake River basin, where over
the last thirty years wild salmon and
sceelhead runs have declined by nearly
90 percent following the construction
of four federal dams on the Lower
Snake River. Today, every native run
of salmon and steelhead in the Snake
River basin either is already extinct or
listed for protection under the federal

Endangered Species Act.
As you are aware, the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has
committed to choose a long-term
recovery plan for Snake River salmon
and steel head by the end of 1999. This·
commitment, known as the 1999
Decision, will be your Administration's
legacy to Northwest salmon. The
NMFS decision will stem from an
environmental impact statement (EIS)
that is currently being conducted by
the US Army Corps of Engineers. This
EIS, called the Lower Snake River
Juvenile Salmon Migration Feasibility
Study, will evaluate three major
salmon recovery strategies.
Two of these strategies continue to
rely heavily upon the practice of juvenile fish transportation. Barging and
trucking of juvenile migrants began
experimentally more than 20 years ago
in an attempt ro mitigate for the effects
of a river system made lethal by the
CONTINUED
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salmon and steelhead runs cannot be

Federal
Columbia River Power
Interior warns that oil drilling on thf:!.
System. Since its inception, the trans- recovered under existing river condiCoastal Plain could jeopardize up to
portation program has never sustained tions. Enough time remains to restore
40 percent of the Porcupine River
them, but only if the failed practices of
the minimum smolt-to-adulr survival
caribou herd that migrates to the·
rate chat is needed to begin rebuilding the past are abandoned and we move
Arctic Refuge each year because it
wild Snake River salmon and steel- quickly to restore the normative river
1>.rovides a critical calving; habitat.
head stocks. It has failed even to halt conditions under which these fish
· To protect the Arctic nesting
evolved. We urge you to provide leadtheir decline.
ership on this issue in order to ensure
Every
independent
scientific
grounds for millions of migratory
analysis on this subject since the that the 1999 Decision isn't delayed.
birds that fly through America's .........-.-landmark 1996 Return to the Biologically, the choice of how to best
neigbborhoods every
River
report
by
the recover these fish is clear, and the conyear, a bill was
~ ........~.
sequences of maintaining the scacus
Independent
Scientific
introduced by Rep.
quo are all but certain.
Group (ISG) has concluded
Bruce Vento, DPlease do not hesitate to contact
that juvenile fish transportaMinn., that will add 1.5
us if you have any questions on salmon
tion in the Columbia-Snake
million acres to Alaska's
river system is a failed practice recovery efforts in the Columbia basin.
wilderness areas. So far. M.WU...L.11! ... -. ....
that should be phased out in Thank you for taking the time to listen
I IO members of
lieu of a return to more norma- to our views on chis critical issue.
Congress have agreed to co:sign The
tive river conditions. The most comprehensive PIT-tagging study co date (For the complete list of scientists who
Morri.s K. .Uda.11.Wilderness Act of
l 997. Of course, opponents are . ,. .
now shows that even with technologi- signed the letter, see the Idaho Rivers
cal advances, the transportation pro- United Web site: www.idahorivers.org)
fighting 'it, arguing that Alaskans
gram has failed co produce the minithe· federal treasury would both
mum survival rate that is required to
benefit from in(:r~ed oil J?roduction
begin rebuilding wild Snake River
and the ooyironmental imPiJct -._vould ·
salmon and steelhead stocks.
be negligible.
The most recent data indicates

and .

HeiYou: Gettoffa My Cloud,.
NationaJ Par!< Servfce rangers in
Alaska's Glacier B:iy boarded a ship tQ
notify operators
..

heries closures

in Glader Bay' ..
National Park,
· and Senator Frank .
.;«:
Murkowski (R-AK}
?>,:,,' went ballistic, finally
//."/.: seeking revenge for what
he called "outright piracy'
,
at a hearing before the Senate
· Energy and Natural Resources
' Committee. Then Markowski intro··· duced a bill that'would block the
National Park Service from closing
commercial fishing in the waters of
Glacier Bay National Park. In addition, ·~
the state of Alaska ls now suing the · ;1 :
federal government e\'er·fisf'!ir,g rights
, Jn the park's waters,

<Timber giant MacMillan Bloedel
stands to gain logging rights on up to.
120,000 hectares of prime forestland
in Vancouver Island. British
.
Columbia negotiated the behinddosed-doors agreement to
compensation MacBloe for the the
lands and timber licences the company
were denied when new protected
areas were established. Most of the
. . land involved is on Vancouver Island
but some also is on the Sunshine
Coast (Powell River) and the Queen
Charlotte Islands. All of"these lands
would be exempt from laws that
protect jobs and the envirqnment.
MacBloe will not have to honor the
. requirements and regulations of the
Forest Practices Code on 90,000
hectares. At risk are the remaining
c
Cl.
stands of rare old growth Douglas fir,
<(
areas bordering salmon streams and
endangered species habitat.
•
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Groups sue to
halt pollution
caused by dams

that a five to fifteen-fold increase in
survival rates is needed in order to
meet NMFS recovery goals.
There is building scientific consensus that the surest way to restore
wild Snake River salmon and steel- by Elizabeth Grossman
head runs is to reclaim a 140-mile-long
harging that the U.S. Army
reach of their migration corridor by
Corps of Engineers' four Lower
bypassing · four dams on the Lower
Snake River dams violate the
Snake River. This strategy, known as
the natural river option, is the third Clean Water Act, and harm wild
recovery strategy being evaluated in salmon that are on the brink of extinction, several conservation groups are
the Corps' EIS.
going
to court to force change.
According to the PATH (Plan for
The suit charges that increased
Analyzing and Testing Hypotheses)
water temperatures and levels of disscientific group, the team of regional
scientists that will provide most of the solved gas caused by the four dams
biological information for the 1999 violate water quality standards estabDecision, the natural river option is lished by the Washington Department
the only recovery action chat has a high of Ecology. The suit was filed March
likelihood of restoring wild Snake 31 in federal court in Portland by the
River salmon and steelhead runs to National Wildlife Federation, Sierra
healthy levels. The Idaho Department Club, American Rivers, Pacific Coast
of
Fishermen's
of Fish and Game calls the natural riv- Federation
Associations, Washington Wildlife
er option "the best biological choice
Idaho
Wildlife
for recovering salmon and steelhead in Federation,
Federation, and ocher conservation
Idaho,'' saying it is "logical, biologically sound, has the highest certainty of groups. The Nez Perce Tribe has
success and lowest risk of failure, and announced its support.
is consistent with the preponderance
of scientific data." The nacural river
option is the only recovery strategy
under consideration that is consistent
with the normative river principles
outlined in Return to the River.
Due to habitat loss resulting from
the construction of impassable dams,
the Snake River basin now contains 70
percent of the potential production for
spring/summer chinook salmon and
summer steelhead in the entire
Columbia basin. Wild Snake River
salmon and steelhead are an irreplaceable genetic resource that continue to
play a vital ecological role even at their
currently depressed levels. If these
runs are allowed to vanish, the foundation of the J ntcrior Northwest's
ecosystems will be severely undermined.
The weight of scientific evidence
clearly shows that wild Snake River

C

In Washington, the Department of
Ecology sets water quality standards
for the protection of all water bodies.
This includes the Snake River, which
crosses the southeastern part o{ the
state between Lewiston, Idaho and its
confluence with the Columbia. The
Clean Water Act requires the Corps,
and all others, to comply with these
standards.
This suit highlights the potential
significance of an agreement among
the EPA, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and National Marine Fisheries
Service that will determine how
threatened and endangered species
will be protected by the Clean Water
Act and Endangered Species Act.
The agreement, still in draft, is
intended to streamline how the agencies coordinate their enforcement of
the Clean Water Act and ESA, says
Margaret
Lorenz,
of
NMFS'
Endangered Species Division.
However, conservation groups
have said the agreement is not strong
enough to prevent incidental killings
of threatened and endangered species.
John Kostyak of the National Wildlife
Federation says it does not fully take
into account "all cumulative impacts
on threatened
and endangered
species" when the federal agencies
consult on permits or water quality
programs.
The National Wildlife Federation
and other conservation groups call the
agreement "a seep in the right direction," but say it must be improved to
ensure that state and tribal water quality standards, and permitting programs
protect endangered species.
Conservationists are concerned
that the agreement could even weaken
endangered species protection. It calls
on the EPA to set a national water quality standard for protecting endangered
species. This worries Glen Spain, the
Northwest Regional Director of the
Pacific
Coast
Federation
of
Fishermen's Associations. "There is
the fear," he said, "of reducing things
to a lowest common denominator."
Kosryak said he is concerned about the
effect the agreement could have on
"legal mechanisms to save species at a
local level."
•
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Twisted Metal

Feds, states give mixed signals to gold mining industry
By Paul Koberstein

T

he Clinton administration, frustrated with the archaic 1872
General Mining Law, is escalating its campaign to fromce the industry
to protect the environment. However,
state governments in Olympia and
Helena have another agenda: twisting
environmental rules for the industry's
benefit.
The administration's main target is
the gold mining sector, which has
undergone a ten-fold expansion in the
U.S. in the last 20 years. With most of
the richer deposits already mined out,
the industry today mines millions of
cons of material from open pies to produce just ounces of gold. The industry
relies on liquid cyanide, which is poisonous to wildlife, co separate the gold
from ore, and has contaminated countless screams with toxic, often permanent seeps of acid and heavy metals.
On February 3, Forest Service
Chief Michael Dombeck underscored
the need for mining reform when he
called for a moratorium on new mines
within 429,000 acres on the Lewis and
Clark and Helena National Forests, in
an area of Montana known as the
Rocky Mountain Front.
"Many areas are simply not appropriate for certain activities, such as hard
rock mining," he said. "For many
years, Congress has been unable to
reach consensus on amending the 1872
Mining Law. Their inaction does not,
however, diminish our responsibility to
use the best science to protect the most
scenic, the most diverse, the most special places."
Then, on March 26, the administration rejected a plan for a large openpit cyanide gold mine in Okanogan
County, Wash., a few miles from the
Canadian border near Chesaw. The
I nterior and Agriculture departments
jointly decided that the project would
violate a technicality in the 1.872 law.
The cwo companies chat have
invested in che mine, known as Crown
Jewel, cried foul. Chris Herald, president
of
Denver-based
Crown
Resources, called the decision capricious and unprecedented in the history
of mining: "The agencies of the
Federal Government have retroactively interpreted the current mining Jaw
and are attempting to overturn over 125
years of mining practice and application of the law. This interpretation was
made without public comment or congressional review and appears co be an
illegal attempt to retard all mining
development in the U.S."
Ian Bayer, president of Houstonbased Battle Mountain Gold, called the
ruling "outrageous" and said his company would "seek every recourse nee-

essary, including legal, to have this
decision reversed."
Meanwhile, the U.S. Bureau of
Land Management, is now admitting
that its regulation of mining over the
years has been far too soft. It has proposed new rules to deal with environmental abuses. "The legacy of past
mining practices consists of abandoned
mine shafts, crumbling structures,
scarred landscapes,
and polluted
streams, among other things," the
BLM says.
The BLM admits it never did
enough to protect water quality or

wildlife habitat in arid regions, as well
as promoting long-term environmental
health; and make sure miners get
advance approval of mining and reclamation plans before digging.

minute," says Rachael Paschal, director
of the Center for Environmental Law
& Policy in Seattle.
The proposal calls for capturing
water at the Canadian border, pumping
it 4 miles uphill into the mine pit Jake,
then piping it to the headwaters of pristine mountain streams. "There has
never been a proposal like chis in the
state," Paschal said. "Indeed, so far as
we can cell, there has never been a proposal like this in the history of the mining industry."

STATE BOOSTERS
In
contrast,
the
state
of
Washington's Department of Ecology
has been nothing if not helpful co
Crown Jewel. In January, the department gave Crown Jewel a key water
quality permit. The project's opponents, led by the Okanogan Highlands
Association, says the project could per-
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A massive open pit cyanide gold mine along the Blackfoot River in Montana is blocked by
a citizen initiative. but the Montana Legislature is trying to overturn the voters' decision.

require sound practices like revegetacion and contouring. Nor has the BLM
ever required all miners to submit a
mining and reclamation plan. Some
miners are permitted merely to provide
"notice" to BLM, which makes BLM
efforts to protect the environment
largely an after-the-fact exercise.
If a mining company does not live
up co its obligation tO reclaim, chat cost
usually falls on public treasuries - and
ultimately the taxpayers.
At the
Summitville mine in Colorado, where
the owner went bankrupt without sufficient financial guarantees, the mine has
contaminated a long stretch of the
Alamosa River with toxic drainage.
The cleanup cost to the taxpayers is
likely to exceed $100 million, according co the BLM. One way to prevent
that cost shifting is tO require the miner to post financial guarantees in an
amount adequate co cover the cost of
reclamation.
The new rules seek co protect
water quality from cyanide leaching.
The also would protect weclands and
riparian areas, which provide essential

manently damage local water quality.
The EPA has said protective liners
under waste rock at such mines always
leak, exposing waters to a variety of
toxic pollutants.
"Despite Ecology's own prediction
that the mine would cause pollution
exceeding state water quality standards, they issued the water quality
permit," says David Kliegman, director
of the OHA. He said the only large
open body of water near the mine site
is located directly down hill, directly in
the
path
of
the
discharge.
"Unbelievably, while Ecology predicts
pollution, their prevention plan is simply to monitor the discharge," he said.
Just as troubling are impacts to
downstream water users, including
some in Canada. In 1998, the
Department of Ecology issued 12 new
water rights co Crown Jewel, allowing it
to cake up to 12,000 gallons per minute.
Previously, the agency had determined
that there wasn't enough water for new
uses, and had turned down "every other applicant in the basin, including
requests for as little as 9 gallons per

In Helena, the mining industry is
dominating the politics, as usual. This
year, the Legislature has been trying to
overturn a voter initiative, 1-137, that
bans open-pie cyanide mining."We're
working every minute to cry to hold our
ground here," says Jim Jensen of the
Montana Environmental Information
Center (MEIC) in Helena. "Nobody is
safe until the Legislature has gone
home."
One bill, passed by the Senate,
would exempt each of Montana's 160
licensed mining companies from the
provisions of 1-137. One of these companies is Canyon Resources, proponent
of an enormous open gold mine on the
banks of the Big Blackfoot River
between Helena and Missoula. Canyon
has been the sole backer of the mine
since 1997 when ex-partner Phelps
Dodge bailed out. le recently reported
problems meeting the terms of a loan,
and has lost more than $12 million and
$5 million during the lase two years,
respectively. Critics of the project say
Canyon's financial problems could
complicate its ability to respond to a
Summitville-Ii ke environmental disaster should one occur.
Canyon says it is considering filing
a "takings" lawsuit against the state of
Montana for the value of the gold and
silver deposits, worth, it claims, up to
$600 million. It said these deposits
have been "taken" from the company
by the passage of 1-137.
The Montana Senate also has voted to hold a second statewide vote on 1137 in 2000. Protested Sen. John
Tester, D-Big Sandy, "If you vote for
chis bill, you have effectively repealed
the will of the people." But Senate
President Bruce Crippen, R-Billings,
replied, "You should ignore them.
That's what you're up here for."
The MEIC's Jensen, a leader in
the pro l-137 campaign, views the measure not as anti-mining, just anti- the
most egregious form of mining. He said
he would talk co conservationists in
Washington about putting a similar
measure on the ballot in that state. •
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f you thought the price of saving
salmon was going through the roof, you
haven't been to Everett, Wash. There,
the city is handing out fish-friendly car
wash kits to residents eager to keep oil
and grime out of nearby creeks.
Throughout Puget Sound and the
Willamette Valley, numerous such schemes
have been launched to prevent the salmon
from going down the drain with the afterwash. Among urban residents, enthusiasm
for restoring the fish and its habitat appears
stronger than ever.
Will at-home remedies actually save any
fish? Probably some. But rescuing salmon
throughout their range, and preventing
widespread extinctions, will require cooperation from a broad cross-section of society,
including government and business interests. Everyone must make meaningful sacrifices, given the enormity of the problem.
That much, at least, was evident on
March 16, when the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) announced that
nine runs of Chinook, chum and sockeye
salmon would be protected under the
Endangered Species Act. The newly listed
runs are native to streams in Puget Sound,
north-central
Washington,
coastal
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Washington and Oregon's Willamette
Valley. The government began placing
salmon on the list in 1989 when it protected a remnant run of winter Chinook in the
Sacramento River. Now 19 major groups of
the west's wild salmon are on the
Endangered Species list, and further listings are likely later this year and beyond.
Will Stelle, Northwest regional director of NMFS, pointed out in a press conference that the problem was not just about
fish. "Healthy salmon and healthy watersheds are the same thing," he said.
While salmon are hogging most of the
media's spotlight, the problem goes far
beyond the difficulties facing this particular
fish. It's not just salmon. West of the
Continental Divide, a super-majority of
native freshwater fishes are in widespread
decline. Water quality throughout the
region is threatened by poor agricultural,
forestry and mining practices, urban and
rural sprawl, and polluted runoff. These
"nonpoint" sources of pollution continue to
elude effective state and federal control. In
many basins, there isn't enough water to
meet current needs, let alone satisfy rapidly expanding projected future demands.
Given that the U.S. Census Bureau pro-

by Paul Koberstein
jeers that the human population within the
range of the Pacific salmon (see chart, Page
9) will grow by about 65 percent during the
next quarter century, and even faster in the
Interior West, the problem is not likely to
be solved anytime soon.
As the demand for water escalates, so
will tensions among interest groups. Cities
will want more water for growth, farmers
more water for crops, conservation groups
more water for native fish, hydropower
developers more water for electricity production, fishers more water for fisheries,
and rafters more water for boating.
If this is one bright spot in all of this, it
is this: Local watershed groups, working at
the grassroots level, are attacking the
West's water problems watershed by watershed. There hope, but little evidence thus
far, that they will succeed where government programs have failed.

Clues to Disappearing Fish

O

ne reason for the pessimism is the
magnitude of the problem. "The
prognosis is bleak for sustaining

native fish and fisheries in western waters,
and has been for some time," said W. L.
Minckley, professor of zoology at Arizona
State University, in a paper was written in
1997 for the federal Western Water Policy
Review Advisory Commission.
Minckley and four ocher authors report
that of 810 native freshwater fish species in
North America, 170 live west of the Rocky
Mountains. More than 20 of these western
fish have become extinct over the last century and another 100 are considered imperiled. Loss of these fish would mean
destruction of 70 percent of all fish species
native to watersheds west of the Rockies.
Some people blame ocean conditions,
sea lions and birds for the disappearance of
the West's native fish, particularly the
salmon. But while salmon spend much of
their lives at sea, most of these imperiled
species never see salt water. These
declines were caused by the destruction of
watersheds that started over a century ago
and continues today.
le all began with early timbering, plowing of prairies and livestock grazing altered
natural vegetation at the watershed scale.
Flash floods became common due to rapid
runoff. Development concentrated along
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rivers near travel routes and
towns. There, dams and other
structures diverted water out of
streams, altered patterns and volumes of river flow, and began to
act as barriers to fish migration.
Pollution
from sawmills,
placer and shaft mines, mills and
other industries, domestic waste,
and farms began pouring into
rivers as population densities and
development increased. By 1950,
declines in native species were
apparent, but most species persisted.
Around 1950, a new wave of
dam construction resulted in
almost irreversible change, and
native fish began a rapid decline.
Western rivers - indeed entire
river basins -- were being altered
on a grand scale. Downstream
water-users dictated how much
and when the water flowed.
Toxic pollution reached unacceptable levels, as the chemical
environment for fish declined
significantly. Diversion dams
dried up some rivers entirely
Increased groundwater pumping
depleted
aquifers, reducing
stream volumes and reliability.
Non native species flourished,
especially in reservoirs, and
invaded remnant natural habitats, usually with the help of Every parking lot is an oil spill. The oil runs off into rivers.
state fish agencies.
In 1973, the passage of the recovery.
"It doesn't matter where you live in the
Endangered Species Act was supposed to
West,
you probably have an endangered
help. It hasn't. Minckley reports that only 4
species
running by you," says Bill Bradbury,
percent of all federally protected aquatic
executive
director of For the Sake of the
species have shown significant recovery
since the passage of the ESA. None have Salmon, a group that advises local waterbeen downlisted
from "endangered" to shed groups
Federal agencies have been part of the
"threatened," and the only delistings have
problem.
In all, 15 Federal bureaus and
resulted from species' extinctions. Political
considerations, including delays in listing, agencies, six cabinet departments, 13 conmoratoriums on listing and changes in pro- gressional committees, 23 subcommittees
and five appropriations subcommittees
cedures for listing have also hindered

West's PopulationExplosion
Projected growth 1990-2025

State/Prv 1990

1995

2000

2005

(in millions)

2015 2025 0/ochange

Population growth within the original range of the Pacific Salmon
(California, Oregon, Washington, British Columbia, Alaska, Idaho, Montana)
Alaska
B.C.
ldaho
California
Washington
Oregon
Montana

0.5
3.3
1.0
29.7
4.9
2.8
0.8

0.6
3.8
1.2
31.6
5.4
3.1
0.9

0.7
4.1

Totals:

43

32.6
5.9
3.4
0.9

0.7
4.5
1.5
34.4
6.2
3.6
1.0

0.8
5.2
1.6
41.3
7.1
4.0
1.1

0.9
5.9
1.7
49.2
7.8
4.3
1.1

+80%
+79%
+70%
+66%
+60%
+54%
+38%

46.6

48.9

51.9

61.1

70.9

+65%

2.2
5.8
2.3
2.7
4/8
0.6

2.3
6.4
2.6
2.9
5.2
0.7

+92%
+77%
+73%
+71%
+58%
+40%

335

+35%

1.3

Other Western States
Nevada
Arizona
N Mexico
Utah
Colorado
Wyoming

1.2
3.6
1.5
1.7
3.3
0.5

1.5
4.2
1.7
2.0
3.7
0.5

1.9
4.8
1.9
2.2
4.2
0.5

2.1
5.2
2.0
2.4
4/5
0.6

us

249

265

274

285

310

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau; BC Stats (Numbers are rounded to the nearest 100,000)
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to Protect and

have a hand in managing western
water resources. State and Federal
water institutions are a quilt of historic programs and laws aimed at
developing water for economic
purposes, and protecting those uses
against change. These are interwoven with newer Jaws, like the
Clean Water Act and Endangered
Species Act, that seek to correct _
the negative environmental effects
of the historic programs. The agen- s ~}lt The Clean Water Act: An
~ Owner'sManual, by Don Eld.er,
cies, however, have resisted
Gayle Killam and Paul
change.
Koberstein (River Network 1999)
The result, according to the
Western Water Policy Commission,
is "a large array of agencies and programs working at cross-purposes
under
different congressional
direction and organized around different geographical units.

· Restore Your
Watershed

The Coming

Population Boom
eanwhile, the West has
become
the
most
intensely
urbanized
~ region in the nation. The greater
~ proportion of the total population
O of the West lives in cities. The U.S.
~ Census shows that nine of the 10
~ fastest growing states are in the
5 West. The outlook is for this trend
l. to continue indefinitely:
• During the last 25 years,
Census figures show that the population of the 17 Western States grew by
about 32 percent as a whole, in comparison
with a growth rate of 19 percent for the rest
of the Nation.
• Overall, between 1990 and the year
2025, the 12 western states and province
listed in the chart below are projected to
add about 36 million more people. The six
states and one province that have or had
stocks of Pacific salmon would add almost
28 million people.
• The eight states projected to grow
the fastest in the U.S., as a percentage of
current population, between 2000 and 2025
are California, New Mexico, Texas,
Arizona, Washington, Wyoming, Utah, and
Idaho.
"The fundamentals of western urban
growth do not bode well for water
resources," writes William E. Riebsame,
professor of geography at the University of
Colorado, in a recent research paper for the
Wescern Water Policy Commission.
"Urban land and water use in the West
is increasing rapidly and only a few western
cities have something approaching effective growth management (e.g., Portland)the rest are sprawling and, in the Jong tradition of economic boosterism, their leaders invite further rapid growth (e.g., Las
Vegas)."
Increasing population growth in the
West will mean increasing demands for
water, particularly for water for municipal
and industrial uses. Most western cities
plan to deal with the problem by increasing
water supplies, and by encouraging conservation. What they are not doing is dealing
with growth.
.
The problem is not just in the core
cities. "Exurban" and rural development,

M
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Non-government sites also provide
volumes of information:
• River Network: Information about
watershed assistance grants, water
quality information and much more.
www.rivemetwork.org
• For the Sake of the Salmon:
Information on watershed restoration and protection, education,
funding, endangered species on the
West Coast. www.4sos.org/ ·
• King County, WA..: A government
site with a wealth of information,
data, maps and resources for water·
sheds in an urban county.
wwwsplash.metrokc.govrwhfindexbtm
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• Chehalis River Council:
Detailed information about a
variety of concerns faced by a
watershed group in Western
Washington. The Chehalis
group is a good example of a
river organization using the
Internet to educate the public.
www.wln.com/-crc/
3. Monitor your watershed
Citizen monitoring can fill important data gaps. Collect informacion to identify problems needing
attention and to evaluate longterm trends. For information
about designing a monitoring pr()gram, contact your state water
quality agency or River Network
(503) 241-3506.

r;t Make sure

rd pollution

permits are in

place and enforced
You notice pollution in your local
river, stream, lake or estuary. Do
you know where it comes from?
Do all the sources of pollution
have permits? Under the Clean
Water Act, anyone who discharges pollution into a water
body without a "National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination
Permit (NPDES)" breaks the
law. Dischargers who do have
permits must fulfill its terms.
What can you do?
1. Ask you state water quality
agency for a list of NP DES permits in your area.
2. Obtain full permits for some
polluters, fact sheets for others.
3. Get on mailing lists for public
notices and hearings associated
with new and renewing permits.
4. Obtain a summary of discharge
monitoring reports for your watershed.
5. Find out what enforcement
actions have been taken in your
watershed.
6. Find out what permits are due
for renewal.
7. Investigate pollution prevention alternatives that should be
considered when permits come
due for renewal.

riJMakesme
l!J your state has
strong water
quality standards
1. Find out what specific kinds of
water uses are protected by the
state in your watershed. Is swimming protected? Is it safe to fish?
2. Identify any waters whose
existing uses are not adequately
protected by the state.
3. Support or initiate the designation of any additional uses not yet
protected.
4. Find out what kinds of problems violate water quality stan

The well-known stories about environmental problems tend to focus on big, recognizable
targets such as smoking industrial facilities,
leaking toxic waste dumps, and messy oil spills.
As a result, people often forget about water
pollution caused by smaller nonpoint sourcesespecially pollution at the household level.
However, nonpoint source pollution is the
nation's leading source of water quality degradation, and in the Northwest an important factor in the decline of salmon. Although individual homes might contribute only minor amounts
of nonpoint pollution, the combined effect of
an entire neighborhood can be serious. Fish
and other aquatic life can die as rivers fill with
sedimentation and pollutants.

What can

LandscapeW"dh Nature

dards in your state. Each state
adopts water quality criteria to
prevent problems from occurring.
Are the criteria strong enough in
your watershed to protect exist.
mg
uses.;,
5. The Clean Water Act requires
states to adopt an "antidegradarion" policy to prevent polluted
waters from sliding into even
worse condition, and to protect
the streams where water quality
is excellent. Get a copy of your
state's antidegradation policy and
procedures.
6. Review the procedures carefully. Do they seem adequate to
turn policy into everyday action?
7. When new permits are proposed or old ones renewed, stay
involved to make sure the procedures are followed.
8. Find out if there are any "mixing zones" in your watershed.
Mixing zones are areas in water
bodies where pollution can legally exceed standards. Build a
coalition in support of eliminating these pockets of pollutioa,

Altering the natural contours of yards during
landscaping and planting with non-native plants that
neea fertilizer and extra water can increase the
potential for higher runoff volumes, increase erosion,
and introduce chemicals into the path of runoff. In
contrast, xeriscape landscaping provides households
with a framework that can dramatically reduce the
potential for nonpoint source pollution.
Xeriscape incorporates many environmental factors into landscape design-soil type, use of native
plants, practical turf areas, proper irrigation,
mulches, and appropriate maintenance schedules. By
using native plants that are well-suited to a regions
climate and pests, xeriscape drastically reduces the
need for irrigation and chemical applications. Less
irrigation results in less runoff, while less chemical
application keeps runoff clean.

people do?
Proper Septic
System Management
Malfunctioning or overflowing septic systems release bacteria and nutrients into the
water cycle, contaminating nearby lakes, streams,
and estuaries, and ground water. Septic systems
must be built in the right place. Trampling ground
above the system compacts soil and can cause the
systems pipes to collapse. Also, septic systems should ?e
located away from trees because tree roots can crack pipes
or obstruct the flow of wastewater through drain lines. Proper septic system management is also important, and a ~yst~~ should be_
inspected and emptied every 3 to 5 years. By mamtammg water fixtures and by purchasing water-efficient showerheads, faucets, an~
toilets, households can limit wastewater levels, reducing the likelihood of septic system overflow. Most water conservation t7chnologies provide long-term economic and environmental benefits.

9 Understand
how to use key

tools and programs

Umit Paved Surfaces
Urban and suburban landscapes are covered by paved surfaces like sidewalks,
parking lots, roads, and driveways. They prevent water from percolatinq d~wn into
the ground, cause _runoff to accu~ula~e, and f~~nel into st~rm drams at high speeds.
When quickly flowing runoff empties into receiving waters, it can severely erode streambanks.
Paved surfaces also transfer heat to runoff, thereby increasing the temperature of receiving
waters. Native species of fish and other aquatic life cannot survive in thes7 warmer wat~rs. To
limit nonpoint source pollution from paved surfaces, households can substitute alternatives to
areas traditionally covered by nonporous surfaces. Grasses and natural ground cover, for _exam·
ple, can be attractive and practical substitutes for asphalt driveways, walkways, and ~at!os.
Some homes effectively incorporate a system of natural grasses, trees, and mulch to limit continuous impervious surface area. Wooden decks, gravel or brick paths, and rock gardens keep
the natural ground cover inta.ct and allow rainwater to slowly seep into the ground.

Salmon Listings
On March 16, nine groups of West Coast salmon were placed on the Endangered Species List. A group _of cutthr~at
trout was listed on April 5. Decisions on four other listings were deferred for six months. So far? ~he National Manne .
Fisheries Service has listed 19 of 43 groups evaluated as either threatened or endangered. Decisions on proposals to list four
groups have been deferred until September 1999. Two others are listed as candidates for eventual designation as threate°:ed.
Only 18 of 43 groups (42 percent) of salmon studied are healthy enough that listing is not warranted. Many others are extinct.

Chinook
1. Sacramento River winter-run: Threatened 1989;
Endangered January 1994
2. Central Valley spring-run:
proposed Endangered March 1998;
final decision deferred
3. Central Valley fall/late fall-run:
proposed Threatened March 1998;
final decision deferred
4. Southern Oregon & California Coastal:
proposed Threatened March 1998; final
decision deferred

5. Upper Klamath and Trinity Rivers: Not
warranted March 1998
6. Oregon Coast: Not warranted March 1998
7. Washington Coast: Not warranted
March 1998
8. Puget Sound: Threatened March 1999
9. Lower Columbia River: Threatened
March 1999
10. Upper Willamette River: Threatened
March 1999
11. Middle Columbia River spring-run: Not
warranted March 1998
12. Upper Columbia River summer/fall-run:

....

Not warranted March 1998
13. Upper Columbia River spring-run:
Endangered March 1999
14. Snake River fall-run: Threatened April
1992; Proposed range extension deferred
15. Snake River spring/summer:
Threatened April 1992

Coho
1. Central California Coast:

Threatened October 1996
2. Southern Oregon/Northern

California Coasts: Threatened May 1997
3. Oregon Coast Threatened: August 1998
4. Puget Sound/Strait of Georgia:
Candidate July 1995
5. Lower Columbia River/Southwest
Washington: Candidate July 1995
6. Olympic Peninsula: Not Warranted
July 1995

Pink
Even year group: Not
Warranted October 1995;
Odd-year group: Not warranted
October 1995

Sockeye
1. Ozette Lake, WA:
Threatened March 1999
2. Snake River: Endangered
November 1991
3. Baker River, WA: Not Warranted
March 1999
4. Okanogan River, WA: Not Warranted
March 1998
5. Lake Wenatchee WA: I ot Warranted
March 1998
6. Quinault Lake, WA: Not Warranted
March 1998
7. Lake Pleasant, WA: Not Warranted
March 1998

Steelhead

Chum

1. Middle Columbia River:
Threatened March 1999
2. Upper Willamette River:
Threatened March 1999

1. Hood Canal, WA

Summer-run:
Threatened March 1999
2. Columbia River: Threatened
March 1999

3. Puget Sound/Strait of Georgia:
Not warranted March 1998
4. Pacific Coast: Not warranted March 1998

Coastal

Cuttroat Trout

1. Puget Sound: Not warranted
April 1999
2. Olympic Peninsula: Not warranted
April 1999
3. Southwestern Washington/Columbia
River: Proposed Threatened April 1999
4. Upper Willamette River: Not warranted
April 1999
5. Oregon Coast: Candidate April 1999
6. Southern Oregon/California Coasts:
Not warranted April 1999
7. Umpqua River: Endangered
August 1996
(Chart shows name the group,
status under the ESA, and the
date accion was taken)
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A citizen can turn to a number of
tools in the Clean Water Act to
protect their watersheds. Here
are some of them:
1. Total Daily Maximum Loads,
or TMDLs. These are watershed
restoration plans for waters are
impaired. Find out whether your
state plans to develop TMDLs
for your watershed. Where does
your watershed fall on the state's
priority list for setting TMDLs?
2. Section 401 Certification.
Your state must make sure that
federal permits for such things as
dams and mines don't violate
water quality standards. Ask your
state agency for a list of recent 401
certifications to review what kinds
of practices they are approving.
3. Section 404 Permits. The
Army Corps of Engineers issues
these permits for projects that
dredge or fill wetlands. Ask your
state water quality agency and
other experts how much of your
watershed has been filled, altered
or disturbed by dredging and filling.
4. Grants for Nonpoint Source
Control. The EPA provides
grants for projects that address
nonpoint source pollution. Find
out how you can apply for money
for your watershed.
5. State Revolving Fund.
The EPA allocates money to
states for pollution control loans.
Urge your state to spend its
money on projects that control
polluted runoff.
(For a copy of The Clean WaterAtt:
An Owner's Manual, contact River
Network at (503) 241-3506.)
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Cover&------------------Reviving- Johnson Creek
Urban watershed's woes draw diverse interests together
By ElizabethGrossman
ohnson Creek is one of the last freeflowing screams in the Portland area. It
runs for 26 miles, through two counties
d four cities, and drains 54 square miles
that encompass 10% of the Portland metropolitan area. It flows through subdivisions,
nearly bucolic park enclaves, industrial
zones, strip malls and under highways. Its
headwaters rise in agricultural country just
west of Mt. Hood. The creek drains into
the Willamette River near a suburban
country club. About 90 percent of the creek
has been rock-lined or straightened to minimize flooding, inflicting what is now considered co· be permanent damage to the
waterway. Its stocks of steelhead and chinook salmon have been listed under the
Endangered Species Act.
Given the range of the watershed which has about 170,000 residents - a
rather diverse group of people have come
together under the auspices of the Johnson
Creek Watershed Council to see if some of
this damage can be repaired, and how.
To get a sense of what the restoration
of Johnson Creek entails, I attempted to
follow the creek from its mouth in
Milwaukie
and Southeast
Portland,
through Pleasant Valley and Gresham,
toward its headwaters near Cotrell and the
Sandy River in Clackamas County. It was a
rainy afternoon so I drove, rather than biking the 40 mile Springwater Corridor Trail
which would have been ideal. But by car,
navigating down Tacoma Street, tO Johnson
Creek Boulevard, across highway 99E and
east to the commercial congestion of 82nd
Avenue, stopping in parking lots of Home
Depot, a deli and a pawnshop to view the
creek, I began to grasp the enormity of the
task facing the Watershed Council.
On November 14, 1998, three hundred people filled a Portland high school
auditorium for an entire ·

l

day of discussions on Johnson Creek
because they knew, as Portland Metro's
Executive Officer Mike Burton put it, that
"Business as usual is not an option." While
there are currently some 45 different plans
in draft suggesting courses for restoration of
the creek, everyone at the Johnson Creek
Watershed Summit agreed that the quality
of water in the creek and its overall integrity are linked to the quality of life in their
neighborhoods.
The situation is serious enough to
have brought out a U.S. congressman, city
and county commissioners, city councilors,
a mayor-elect and a best-selling author, all
of whom shared the participants' urgency
that something be done.
The issues at hand are flood protection, storrnwater run-off, salmon recovery,
urban open spaces, transportation and
development. Given the ESA listings of
steelhead and salmon stocks in the watershed, and the rapid population growth in
the basin, it has become imperative to find
and implement
solutions. As Johnson
Creek Watershed Council (JCWC) Bob
Roth coordinator puts it, "The way we go
about development in the watershed, it
seems as if we're not serious about water
quality."
"We need to get control of what goes
into the creek," Roth says, of point, and
non-point source pollucion. For Johnson
Creek, this is both an urban and a rural
problem. In the city and suburbs, stormwater runoff contributes significantly to poor
water quality and is the subject of extensive, expensive (sewer redesign) as well as
impressively modest engineering projects
(downspout disconnection). Culverts are
being rebuilt to allow fish passage. In mral
districts of the watershed, woodlots, nursery and berry farm owners must rethink
how they use water and what runs
off their fields.
i

Historically, Johnson Creek has had a
problem with flooding. As Jill Bingham
says (in Johnson Creek: A History of
Development,edited and compiled by Susan
Vetter and Deb Sutphen, Portland State
University, Portland, Oregon June 1998), in
the "mid-1800s, the wooded areas around
Johnson Creek were cur for the booming
timber industry and the lowland and floodplain areas cleared for farmland." In the
middle reaches of the creek, the floodplain
was used for log holding ponds, and artificially increased to add silt deposits to farmland. As residential populations grew,
"floods became more of a nuisance than a

"The way we go
about development
in the watershed, it
seems as if we're not
serious about water
quality. We need to
control what goes
into the creek"
- Bob Roth
JohnsonCreek
WatershedCouncil

.~
~
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benefit of living near the creek." Public
works programs of the Depression,
riprapped and straightened fifteen miles of
the creek "in an attempt to cure the flooding by getting as much water down the
creek as quickly as possible." Many of the
lower reaches of the creek have had vegetation replaced with cement and asphalt,
adding to the volume of storrnwater runoff.
The cumulative effect, when combined
with agricultural runoff from the rural farming reaches and continual development, is
the by now familiar litany of degraded fish
habitat, poor water quality and an unnatural floodplain.
Residential
development
has
increased dramatically in the watershed in
recent decades, with whole neighborhoods,
such as Lents, built in vulnerable low
points in the floodplain. Ongoing development in upper reaches of the creek has also
contributed co rising flood levels. The
problem in recent years is so great that the
Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) has become involved. According
to Rep. Earl Blumenauer, D-OR, FEMA
has committed $150,000 in seed money for
work in the watershed, and with the Army
Corps of Engineers are remapping its
entire floodplain.
A memorandum
of understanding
among the four cities of the watershed has
been drafted so that all entities may begin
to work together implementing a coordinated restoration plan. This may sound too
simple to be groundbreaking, but this kind
of coordination
across jurisdictions
is
indeed new in the region, and has solid
support from elected officials who feel the
watershed council is a key player, and
the vehicle
to make this happen.
Coordination and implementation are the
challenges.
As with all such gatherings, there
many questions
in

A Conversation with Earl Blumenauer
al legislation. Right now the federal government would fund paving rather than
cheaper, greener ways of engineering
development in a sensitive watershed
area. The federal government has on the
books, IOt5 of old style projects. If you
want to change this, you have co go
through the whole legislative process.
Shouldn't we let local entities proceed
with cheaper, greener alternatives? I think
we should. I'm looking for opportunities
in the appropriation process for this.

ascadia Times senior editor
Elizabeth
Grossman
recently
spoke to Congressman
Earl
Blumenauer,
Democrat representing
Oregon's 3rd District, about Johnson
Creek and the Johnson Creek Watershed
Council which have become an important
focus of activity and concern for many of
his constituents. Blumenauer helped put
on a watershed summit last November.

C

CT: How do you think the Johnson
Creek Watershed effort has been
progressing, and what would you,
as a member of Congress, like to see
happen?
EB: I'm really pleased with the way the
pieces have come together. I felt as a
member of Congress the single most
important thing I could do was nor work
individually with all these different individual entities and federal agencies, but to
get all these people together. The number
of people, and the diversity of representation [at the Summit] was stunning. People
have stuck it out and continued co be
involved. The commitment is solid.
One of the outcomes is that the
Johnson Creek Watershed has moved up
FRMA's radar screen in terms of commitment and financial participation.
A second area, has been taking the
little steering committee we established
and getting a Johnson Creek policy maker committee. I'm really pleased with the
leadership Mike Burton has provided.
We're now on schedule with the
Memorandum
of
Understanding
[between the different cities and counties] and are ready to sign in two months.
This will formalize the watershed community, and begin to implement specific
actions over the next 12 months.
The summit has provided a focus
and a point of departure, and a mechanism for holding people accountable
when we get back together.

We're working on a staff position so plans
can be implemented, and have begun
planning for the '99 Summit. The regional FEMA office is requesting money for
the next conference. Work has already
begun with lobbying efforts by the
Johnson Creek Watershed Council management committee.

CT: What about Congressional commitment to funding watershed councils and coordinators?

CT: What are you doing at the federal
level?

EB: It's a mixed bag. Some understand
that this is an important pare of the infrastructure. Some think it's just politics. 1
think by the end of this Congress we'll
build on the support we have. This is
where the comprehensive view comes in.
\\Te need to give local communities the
flexibility co make scuff happen.
What we're seeking from the federal
government is partnership. Noc to have
them pick up the whole tab, or to micromanage, but to make sure the environmental rules of the game are clear, and to
give flexibility in meeting those objectives. That should appeal co environmentalists as well as fiscal conservatives, and
those who worry about coo much government intervention.

EB: I've introduced legislation at the federal level to rationalize some of the fed er-

CT: When individuals have been asked
to do their part. examine their

CT: Meaning?
EB: To make sure that as Measure 66 [the
1998 Oregon ballot measure that allocates
money from the state lottery to parks and
salmon restoration] comes through, we've
got our oar in there. Making sure that
there's adequate funding for watershed
councils. Letting people know which are
watershed friendly bills. Supporting legislation for erosion control.

CT: What are some of the specifics?

activities and impacts, how do you
factor this in with the very large scale
activities of entities like the Port of
Portland? How can we make sure
we're not working at cross purposes?
How does the planned dredging of the
Columbia and the Portland Harbor fit
into the process of restoration?
EB: One, the money isn't yet fully
approved for the dredging of the
Columbia. What I've attempted tO get
from both our federal friends and the
state, is how all the pieces fit together in
the Columbia Basin: from Johnson Creek
to Hanford. I have raised this issue with
our delegation and with the Governor.
I would like to see two documents or a map with an overlay -from the mouth
of the Columbia to its tributaries, showing
the extent of different studies, plus the
timing of projects. A huge inventory of
work is lurching forward. I personally have
been struggling to get this reduced to a
chart and a calendar. It's a daunting cask.
We need a coordination plan. I've
made request co the state, shared it with
the Port and with our federal partners.
Then there's the question of Harbor
dean up and the toxics there. We continue to push on this.

CT: How are we going to deal with
the question of growth in the
watershed?
EB: We have already seen a lot of change
and we are going to see more It can't stay
the same. Part of the reason I had a sense
of urgency to get people together, was to
take the umpteen different studies and
do something. Having a good plan,
engaging citizens and the development
interests in refining and implementing a
plan is key. If we're not careful, we will
have the worst of both worlds. We could
have both growth and worse environmental quality even though we have strong
planning tools. This is why we want more
people
involved
and government
accountable.
•

EB: We've got the players at the table.

November about follow up. Would fonding
be forthcoming? Was this a one-time post
election day show of face, or would community officials actually be committed co a
course of action? Policy-makers have been
meeting monthly. A second such summit
has been scheduled for 1999. As
Blumenauer puts it, "People have stuck it
out and continued to be involved. The commitment is solid." The ESA listings have
forced people into action, and therefore are
welcomed by many in the community.
This is a watershed with which residents have close personal connections.
Longtime residents and newcomers alike
encounter some reach of the creek on a daily basis. (A woman at the conference told
me the creek was often in her living room.)
Asked about the current efforts on behalf

of Johnson Creek, along which he grew up,
writer David James Duncan said, it may
nor be the "grandiose gestures" but the
"very specifics" that can make important
things happen. The work facing the watershed council is enormous, bur the players
and community are engaged. All agree that
a watershed-wide approach is imperative,
as are results and accountability.
•
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Near Johnson Creek's headwaters

CoverB----------------------------Life as a Watershed Leader
You know you've succeeded when you're labeled
asell-out by one side, apologist by the other
By Robert Stubblefield
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n a cold March day I walk a tributary of Long Creek with a friend
I've known since first grade. The
dark, slow, ink-thick water of winter coils
through the meadow and the wind shifts
striking us face-on every direction we turn.
Snowflakes rise, fall and cut sideways. For
the most part we walk in silence. I fight the
temptation to fill the air with babble, ~nd
fall inco a familiar rhythm of stepping
through broken basalt and ducking gnarled
branches of river hawthorn.
My friend is changing the grazing plan
on this section of his property because he
wants beaver and fish back in the creek,
because he's tired of eroding banks and
calves lost to a stream swollen by runoff. He
wants his son ro be able ro fish after chores
and school, or simply to have the countrykid luxury of whiling away a spring afternoon beside a stream fertile with the mystery of rainbow trout rising to mayflies. I
don't have to sell him on riparian restoration. He's knowledgeable and passionate on
ranching and fisheries. Along with his wife,
he has built and expanded a viable ranching
operation through the 1980's and_90's, a f~at
near impossible during a period which
bankrupted many inherited operations.
I returned to eastern Oregon in
November of 1997 to work as coordinator of
the North Fork John Day Watershed
Council after a decade away in Portland and
Missoula. Looking through the biographical
profiles of the council members my first _d_ay
on the job, I encountered few unfam,ha~
names. I grew up within a hundred yards of
the North Fork, attended twelve grades at
the small school in Monument, played basketball with and against council members,
worked summers for and beside them in
sun-blasted alfalfa fields.
Prospective and current council members had a single paragraph to sum up their
reasons for wanting to be on the council,
their qualifications for caking on a volunteer position requiring hours of travel over
treacherous, blue-backed winter roads to
debate the most contentious issues facing
the subbasin.
Grant County Farm Bureau, Oregon
Trout, Kiwanis, The Nature Conservancy,
Oregon Cattleman's Association, Am~rican
Fisheries Society. High school biology
teacher, rancher, grocery store owner, contractor. Team roping, fly-fishing, hiking,
hunting. Council members listed affiliations with professional and fraternal orgaruzacions, occupations, and hobbies. I didn't
have to read far in the profiles to learn how
long families had been in the basin.
"Fourth- generation Grant County rancher." "Third-generation Grant County resident." Second-generation residents listed
this information farther down-the equiva-

A beaver dam in the North Fork John Day watershed. Photos !=lbove a~d below are copyright
Juhann Robertson. courtesy Shawn Robertson. John Day Basin coordinator. Confederated
Tribes of the Warm Springs Indian Reservation.

A beaver in the North

Fork John

Day basin.

lent of a restaurant boasting "Fine dining
since 1996."
Local pride and intimacy with the land
result in exactly the kind of expertise and
institutional memory watershed councils
were formed to involve and draw from.
Implied in those biographical statements
would be the idea we have somehow
worked, learned, dreamed, and prayed our
way toward a sustainable resource ethic.
And in our best moments we could imagine
this so. \Ve could stand on our front porches for a thousand and one moonless summer nights and never notice an occasional
star blinking off, or the frogs going silent
one by one.
For che members of the council who

make part or all of their living from agriculture, culpability in the demise of Chinook
salmon and steelhead runs is a tough sell.
Driving to Portland they pass three dams
and one hundred miles of slackwater on the
mainstem Columbia. They drive past
streams channelized and piped underground because of a natural course which
inconvenienced developers. Rural/urban
polarization isn't peculiar to Oregon, the
Cascades simply provide a particularly
visual delineation. Cattle ranchers on the
eastside feel scapegoated by urban and
suburban residents benefiting from cheap
electricity and willingly pouring tons of
effluent into the Willamette River with
each heavy rain. On both sides of the

mountains, habitat degradation is driven by
convenience, habit, profit, and ignorance,
but seldom, if ever, by malice.
Culverts blocking upstream passage,
bare banks eroded by a century of overgrazing, lawn fertilizer runoff-the pro~lems confronting each watershed council
are as specific and unique
as che
Willamette's Johnson Creek or the North
Fork John Day's Potamus Creek, but bro~d
questions shadow the entire Columbia
Basin. Are we willing to point fingers, shrug
our shoulders, and scratch our heads until
Chinooks and steelhead are gone because
ultimately we chose preternaturally green
lawns, lower sewer and electric bills, or
grazing stream bottoms year-round?
The search is constant for a metaphor,
a simile, or analogy that places our challenge in perspective. Last February I
attended a conference where the catch
phrase seemed to be "The Columbia Basin
is as large as France." I wondered how chat
idea would help define the issues for the
North Fork John Day Watershed Council.
"Oh," I imagined them saying, "Then it
would be like driving from Nice to
Cherbourg, except the cheese wouldn't be
as good." Something else I heard ac the
conference stayed with me, too-that not
only are the factors affecting anadromous
fish more complex than we think-they're
more complex than we can think.
Change approaches slowly in the sage
and juniper foothills of eastern Oregon'. ?ut
it does arrive. Some ranchers are realizing
that their parents and grandparents could
afford to manage (or mismanage) their cattle
operations as they did only because they
entered a country with native bluebunch
wheatgrass cinch-deep on a saddle horse.
What seemed an inexhaustible resource was
mostly grubbed out by the 1930's. Second
and third-generations who graze their op~rations in the same manner end up selling
parcels of their ranches to afford chis right.
An undeniable measure of romance
lingers in raising beef cattle, but increasingly ranchers are realizing that the bottom
line is a product that must be sold, and to
be sold it must be produced in a manner
palatable to the buying public. It's h~rd
times for farmers and ranchers. Importing
our food and exporting our problems
begins the process of ranches muta~ing !nto
ranchettes and ranchettes mutating mto
Western-theme subdivisions until restoration becomes a non-issue.
When neighbors approach neighbors
to buy hay, to lease pasture, to sell a horse,
business is the last subject broached. You
can drive up co the porch and never climb
out of your pickup and ask to borrow a
neighbor's tractor worth cens of thousands
of dollars because yours is broken down.
That's neighboring. But the buying and
selling of a season's work must be

approached delicately. Many view the
Chinook salmon and steelhead in the
same manner-a commodiry t0 be bargained over. Individuals and groups dedicated to restoring the fish runs operate as
if fighting a war of attrition, while farmers
and ranchers hold out because of a belief a
single concession can only lead to more.
Meanwhile the runs steadily decline.
My job description ranges from "Get
the cows off the creek," to "Get the government off our back." Both are correct, I
suppose. In many cases, a grazing exclosure is the answer, and if watershed councils are effective voluntary actions replace
regulatory burdens. Returning to work
along my home waters often means being
labeled a sell-out by one group and an
apologist by another.
Here on the North Fork, the watershed council brings tribal, timber, ranching, environmental, and educational inter-

Many view the Chinook
salmon and steelhead in the
same manner-a commodity
to be bargained over.
Individuals and groups
dedicated to restoring the
fish runs operate as if
fighting a war of attrition.
while farmers and ranchers
hold out because of a belief
a single concession can
only lead to more.
ests together for monthly meetings.
Progress is being made. In the past year
I've noticed a decrease in the amount of
talk devoted to out-of-basin problems
such as predation, overfishing, and ocean
conditions and a sharpening of focus
toward in-basin matters including riparian
health, upland conditions, and wetland
meadows.
On a Sunday morning early in March,
I walk the riverbank my father fenced off
twenty years ago. As a teenager I carried
buckets of water tO the trees he planted on
July days when the river gravel burned
through the soles of my sneakers.
Steelhead swim upstream and hold in
the pools. Willows, alders, and young cottonwoods are almost ready to break dormancy, and as I rub a cottonwood limb
between my thumb and forefinger, the
fluttering, throary cooing of migrating
sandhill cranes filters down through the
frost-glittered dawn.
Like the steelhead, the sandhills pass
through this high desert country like an
ancient, overlooked promise kept. What if
chose sreelhead do vanish? Will we recognize it as a sign of our ability to impoverish
ourselves and the world, or simply accept
it: another pocket of absence?
•
Robert Stttbblefield is coordinator of the North

Fork John Day Watmfred Council. He lives
and writes in Eastern Oregon.
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and rapid small town growth, pus pressure
on agricultural land, and place more people in areas important to wildlife, open
space and aquifer recharge areas.

What is being done?

C

Resources Law Center in Boulder, is surveying the 300 to 400 watershed councils
in the West. He says he is always being
asked whether they are working. "I don't
know anyone who can answer that question," he says. "I am a proponent of these
groups, and I have guarded optimism. If
the process leads to on-the-ground results,
then it's worth it."
What they have been successful at
doing, he says, is bringing together all the
interest groups in a watershed so that they
are at least talking co each other.
But some environmental groups urge
caution. They say that watershed councils
in many cases are dominated by water
users, rarely coordinate their efforts with
local government planning departments,
and are tempted to seek easy solutions
where tough decisions are necessary.
Moreover, they contend that the national
interest in strong environmental protection for fish and their habitats is often
undermined by local preferences . .'
Across the West, watershed councils
have sprung up in response to local concerns. Most of them formed in the 1990s,
but the movement is far from new. Some

ollaborative groups are at work in
every river basin. The most ambitious such effort to date - in terms
of territory, not cost - was undertaken by
the Western Water Policy Review
Advisory Commission. Last year, it issued
a series of in-depth reports, and recommended numerous solutions to the West's
water crisis. The commission's final report
called for federal actions that would better
coordinate water policies in the West.
At first, the commission's report was
greeted with sharp criticism throughout
the region. Now it is just gathering dust.
Since its release in April 1998, the Clinton
administration and federal agencies have
ignored it. "I'm not aware of any action to
date," said Elaine Simonson, a spokeswoman for the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation in Denver. She
said Congress must act first,
since it created the commission.
Congressional action is
not likely. Typical was the
response from Sen. Frank
Murkowski, R-AK, chairman of the Senate Energy
and Natural
Resources
Committee. In a joint letter
signed also by Rep. Jon Kyl,
R-AZ, they accused the
Commission of an "anti-agricultu re tone"
because,
among other things, they
didn't like its finding that
polluted runoff from farms is
nation's most difficult water
quality problem.
A snorkeling biologist surveys baby coho in Palouse Creek
The commission did Coos River watershed.
say that water would have to
be reallocated in the future to address watershed initiatives date to the 19th censuch issues as endangered species, unful- tury, for example in the Connecticut River
filled tribal treaty rights and water pollu- basin of New England. In the 1930s, the
U.S. Soil Conservation Service (now the
tion. At the same time, it acknowledged
that under current statutes, states control Natural Resources Conservation Service)
water usage under laws that are more than began aggressively promoting state-federa century old. But those laws protected al-local partnerships at the regional level.
only the rights of the water user, not the Some 3,000 soil conservation districts cover the nation. Today's watershed councils
needs of fish.
have developed ground originally plowed
The commission said multi-party
efforts involving state and federal agen- by the Soil Conservation Service.
Bradbury of For the Sake of the
cies, are needed to solve some of the
Salmon
says watershed councils produce
thornier difficulties. For example, in
superior
results when they hire paid, as
California's Sacramento-San Joaquin
opposed
to volunteer, coordinators. For
basin, a process known as CalFed is
attempted to sore out water disputes and the Sake of the Salmon was formed in
protect endangered salmon while at the 1995 in part to help funnel federal money
same time preserving agriculture in the and assistance to these groups. That
worked well through 1996, but in 1997 a
Central Valley.
federal appropriation for paying watershed
coordinators in Oregon, Washington and
The Watershed Movement
California was diverted by the U.S.
s federal and state efforts to enforce Department of Agriculture ro other purclean water fall short, many people poses. The agency diverted watershed
increasingly are looking to local council money again in 1998. Bradbury
watershed councils to fill the breach.
says that won't happen again, as future
Numerous experts are watching these funds will go through the Environmental
experiments closely to see what works, Protection Agency, which is actively proand what does not.
.rnoting watershed councils as a solution to
Doug Kenney, a scholar at the water qualiry problems across the country.
University
of Colorado's
Natural

A

Peter Lavigne, who teaches watershed law and policy at Portland State
University, says "all the collaborative
process in the world isn't worth much if it
doesn't achieve specific, measurable
ecosystem effects. It's critically important
to use all the tools available for environmental protection. Most of the collaborative-based groups would never have considered forming without the enforcement
provisions of the Clean Water and
Endangered Species Acts."
Lavigne warns citizens to be wary of
"death by consensus" in watersheds where
the issues are highly polarized. "In many
areas, it is the interaction of federal, state
and local law enforcement with citizen-led
environmental advocacy and the work of
concerned businesses and other interests
which combine to produce positive results
in collaborative efforts," he said.
Local governments can undermine
watershed efforts almost at will. For example, in the Yakima River Valley in
Washington, a local group worked for five
years to resolve long-standing pollution,
fishery and excessive water diversion
issues in the basin. But when state money
became available, three
counties claimed the
money. The Yakima
Watershed
Council
~ went out of business,
3 and while a new group
~ has been formed, years
~ of work has been lost.
~ Whether the issue is
~ money, or substantive
~ disagreements
about
~ growth, water quality or
a habitat protection, this
g debacle underscores the
reality that watershed
~ councils have limited or
~ no power t0 bring about
8 change, or overcome
~ political interference.
;r_
Bradbury believes
in the
watershed councils will
fail without money, realistic goals and broad public support, But
are these enough? "It's too soon to say,"
Bradbury says. "I believe in watershed
work completely. But if you want me to
produce scientific proof, I can't."
The closest Bradbury can come to
producing proof comes from Southwest
Oregon's Coos River Basin, where a paid
watershed coordinator was able to steer
funds into projects that improved habitat
in three small creeks. Dramatic results
were seen in several years. The number of
salmon returning to spawn increased from
13 fish per mile to 290 in one creek, and
from 49 fish per mile to 685 in another
creek. Nearby streams where little or no
restoration work was done actually saw a
decrease in the number of fish.
c:-,
"It's a real good example of what can ;::;
happen when you've got everyone work- ~
ing together," Bradbury says. "None of the
things that were done in those watersheds -4
were required by regulations. The ESA i
doesn't require anyone to recover the fish. ~
ft just prohibits people from killing them." )>
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(Research by Eve Vogel contributed to this
story.}
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CoverB-----------------A Grassroots I ~reriment in
California's Ma ole River Valley
(Thisexcerpt is takenfrom Totem Sahnon
- Life Lessons From Another
Species by F reema« House, published by
BeaconPress in April 1999. FreemanHouse,
a formercommercialsalmonfisherman, is
cofounder of theJ1attoleWate,:rhed Support
Group and of the .MattoleRestoration
Council.He lives in Petroliain the Matto!e
River Valleyof northwesternCaifomia.)
by Freeman House

B

y 1978, California commercial
salmon fisheries, along with those
of most of the Pacific Northwest; ·
had become dependent on the annual
flood of juvenile fish pumped into rivers
by various hatcheries. Since 1872, well
over a hundred and fifty salmon hatcheries had come and gone, built by state
and federal agencies or by individuals; as
the waters of Western rivers were incrementally appropriated in the service of
development, each new damming
scheme tended to include the construction of a salmon hatchery to serve an
increasingly international market for
salmon flesh. By the beginning of the
1970s, 95 percent of California's spawning habitat had either been degraded by
development, Jogging, or mining, or had
been eliminated altogether by the hundreds of dams built for irrigation or power
generation. In response, the state had
gradually assumed control of hatchery
culture, and hatchery programs had
become the foundation for the rationalization of state salmon management.
Salmon stocks were transferred
opportunistically from drainage to
drainage. Nearly half of the salmon production on the Sacramento River, which
accounts for three-quarters of California's
commercial catch, originates in hatcheries. The salmon runs on the second
greatest river in California, the San
Joaquin, had for the purposes of the commercial fisheries been extirpated. And
because of the pervasiveness and promiscuity of hatchery introductions, the
genetic composition of all of the Pacific
salmon species was tending toward
homogenization.
When our little cadre on the Mattole
gathered together the thin files of state
data on the river, we made the startling
discovery that the Mattole sheltered a
• strain of native king salmon not crossed
:::E with hatchery introductions. From our
.:: perspective, in 1980, this discovery took
c our ambitions for the preservation and
i5
c restoration of the river out of the realm of
:i the provincial; it gave them evolutionary
~ significance. Further research revealed
os that the Mattole's was only one of a half a
~ dozen isolated populations of salmon in
California that retained a native intelli'c
o,
gence that had not been dumbed down
<(
by interbreeding with hatchery fish. The
recovery and maintenance of the king
~
salmon in our little coastal river was now
l,W

MATIOLE RIVER WATERSHED:
Distribution of salmon and
summer water temperatures
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Chinook salmon, coho salmon and steelhead
Chinook 'salmon and steelhead
Coho salmon and steelhead
Steelhead
No documented recent occurrence of anadromous salmonids

•

Summer water temperatures less than 68" F
(within tolerable range for juvenile salmon rearing)

0

Summer water temperatures occasionally or regularly exceed 68" F
(unsuitable for juvenile salmon, but usually. tolerated by steelhead)

more than a neighborhood issue. The
Jong-term survival of the species could
depend on the genetic variations encoded in the few remaining wild gene pools.
The true challenge then, was t0
restore the ability of the Mattole River
system to maintain its wildly productive
dynamic equilibrium and so eliminate
the need for a bunch of clumsy humans
to intervene in another species' reproductive strategies. The effort had to grow
beyond population enhancement to
engagement with the healing processes
of the watershed so that this place could
become once again a habitat that supported the needs of all its species, including humans.
As the original Mattole Watershed
Salmon Support Group became more
successful at enhancing salmon populations and expanded its activities to
include river restoration and rehabilita- ·
tion projects, it became a topic of discourse within the group that a small
number of people was now making decisions that affected the whole watershed.
Some were allowing themselves to imag-

ine a different sort of social organization.
How would such an organization look,
and how would it function? What was the
practical geographical unit?
What would happen ifwe saw ourselves as common inhabitants of a naturally defined part of the planet rather
than as members of competitive interest
groups isolated from each other by property lines? A naturally defined area like,
say, a watershed. Salmon had taught us
that we live in watersheds, and the concept was no longer merely an abstraction.
What if we were to think of ourselves as operating within the time frame
of geological processes and of the natural
succession of ecological communities,
rather than the quick wink of human
generations or the even shorter fibrillations of political elections. How could we
begin to act like people of a place rather
than like consumers and producers in a
market system over which we had little
control? What if we began to develop and
share our own vernacular experience and
wisdom to the point where it had a credibility equal to that of the specialists in

the state capital?
.
By the end of the afternoon, the
Mattole Restoration Council (MRC) had
been born, and its first newsletter was
mailed in the fall of 1983 tO every resident and landowner in the Mattole
drainage.
From its beginnings in 1983, the
Mattole Restoration Council became a
fluid and dynamic coalition of member
groups and individuals from various parts
of the watershed. Some of the groups,
like the Mattole Watershed Salmon
Support Group, were already directly
involved in population and habitat work.
Others were tributary stewardship groups
made up of landowners in a particular
sub-basin. Two new land trusts signed
on, each devoted tO the preservation of
local remnants of rejugi.a,that is forest
and stream complexes that still have the
self-organized characteristics of a wild
and functional habitat Still others were
community service groups, local community centers, and the newly established
independent high school. One group was
set up as a worker-owned cooperative, a
mobile unit of tree planters that could
travel anywhere to service a contract
requiring a trained crew. A seat on the
MRC board of directors was assigned to
represent individual membership-those
watershed residents unaffiliated with any
of the member groups who wanted to
play a part.
Too many of us come into a place
and don't know how to be a part of it,
which is the same as saying we don't
know where we are. Each biogeographical region presents a wonderful array of
micro-climates, water flows, soil types,
communities of flora and fauna. These
are the very flesh and blood of place, and
human beings have evolved to experience their relationship to the biosphere
through sensual perception of these specific variation. But most of us have lost or
been cut off from the skills of systematic
attentiveness that open us to their
instruction. We have forgotten how very
critical our connection with the particulars of place are to our social and cultural
well-being.
The story a place has to tell,
especially the story of the continuity of
human presence in that place, is an
absence so large in our culture as to be
outside our range of vision. It is invisible
like the air is invisible, but it is no Jess
essential to our comfort and survival.
The living region requires of us that we
become its intimate inhabitants, and
further , that we regrow our sense of
community as a function of that
inhabitation.
•

Copyright 1999 by Freeman House, reprinted
by permission of Beacon Press and the author.
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Capturing the Copper River Delta S Wild Beauty
by Pete Lavigne

L

ike many others who have been
exposed to its wonders, I find
Alaska the most magnificent
place on earth. Alaska's beauty is such,
that it is hard to capture in a book.
Though many have tried, few have
done it as successfully as Alaska's
Copper River Delta, by Alaskan activist,
artist, fisher, and scientist Riki Ott, in
collaboration with the Copper River
Watershed Project and the Netherlands
based Artists for Nature Foundation.
The Artists for Nature Foundation
(ANF) is a worldwide organization
whose mission is to use the unique
perspective of artists to protect natural
and historical landscapes. By showing
nature through the arts, ANF works to
persuade decision-makers of the importance of the natural and cultural heritage.
In 1995 and again in 1996, 23 artists from
around the world visited the Copper
River Delta and Cordova, Alaska to create the works now represented in the
book. Some 140 photos, paintings,
engravings, woodcuts, sculptures are
recreated in this beautifully produced
and brilliantly colored collection.
With Orr's essays on ecology, and a
collection of watercolors, drawings,
sculptures, and photographs by a variety
of artists, Alaska's Copper River Delta is
both science education and a feast for
the eyes.
Situated on the eastern flank of
Prince William Sound, the Copper River
Delta was near ground zero when the
Exxon Valdez hit the rocks in 1989. Riki
Ott was at the center of that oil storm,
which, though it completely missed the
Delta, inflicted lasting physical and economic damage on the region.
Prodigious quantities of precipitation fall on this rare, subarctic coastal
temperate rainforest. During the spring
migration 5 to 7 million birds stop to
feed on the Delta's food reserves. The
287-mile Copper River drains the
world's largest glacier outside of
Greenland and the polar caps, and the
mountains that tower over the basin
include nine of the continent's 15 tallest
peaks. The watershed is home to 5,600
human residents, half of whom live in
Cordova, which can be reached only by
boat or plane. The rest live in 21 small
settlements mostly located on upper river tributaries.
The largely undeveloped watershed
is also pristine spawning habitat for
world-renowned sockeye, silver and king
salmon. It is home to moose; brown and
black bear; wolves; endangered Steller
sea lions, and a host of other mammals,
fish and birds. More than 90 percent of
the watershed is public land. The
WrangellSt. Elias National Park and
Preserve make up a large portion of the
northeastern part of the watershed, and
the federal Bureau of Land

Management, the U.S. Forest
Service and the state of
Alaska own most.of the rest.
Most private lands are held
by native corporations.
Recent investigations on
the tenth anniversary of the
Exxon spill, have shown the
sediment on many of the
beaches cleaned up after the
spill, still soaked with oil just
beneath the surface. Scientific
studies released by the Exxon
Valdez Oil Spill Trustee
Council in January 1999 show
only two species (bald eagles
and river Otters) have fully

recovered from the spill.
Ecosystem-wide studies show
connections between the loss of
herring and lack of recovery to
birds, fish and mammals in oiled
areas of the Sound.
"The spill," Ott writes, "triggered a
series of events from which the Sound is
still recovering. Genetic damage, reproductive impairment, and ripple effects
detonated ecosystemwide injury and
delayed recovery in a variety of invertebrates, fish, birds and marine mammals."
The spill, she says, devastated
Cordova "economically and spiritually.
Well before the economic damages
became apparent, townspeople experienced intense anguish over suffering
and dying animals in the Sound, a gut
response that doesn't go away for
months, reflecting the deep spiritual
emotional and physical connections people share with their natural environment. The pattern of harvesting and
sharing which forms the critical link
between the community and the environment, and among families and communities members, was shattered.
Violent crime, domestic abuse and calls
to the mental health crisis hotline
increased."
The spill's impacts on her have
been lasting as well. Ott, who has a
Ph.D. in marine biology from the
University of Washington specializing in
sediment toxicology, was a source of
instant, expert analysis in media reports
on the spill from day one. The Exxon
spill galvanized her commitment to
social change and environmental protection and justice.
As a self-styled "second generation
activist" (her dad was a co-founder of
the Environmental Defense Fund), she
became captivated by the Delta's beauty, wild country and wild politics in her
first trip to Cordova in 1985. She stayed

to fish for the following ten years.
Her expertise in hydrocarbon toxicology in marine sediments led her to
challenge Exxon scientists dealing with
the spill who claimed that the oil and its
negative effects would dissipate from
the waters and beaches within a few
years. During a presentation at an
Exxon sponsored oil spill conference in
Atlanta in 1993, Exxon scientists concluded that wildlife was "thriving" in
the Sound, the recovery was remarkably
rapid and there were no long-term
effects from the spill. Ott notes that at
the same time as the Atlanta conference
the herring population crashed in the
Sound by 80-90 percent, while surviving
fish showed visible lesions from a virus.
Lab tests found that exposure to low
levels of oil can compromise immune
systems of adult fish and lead to viral
disease.
As fishing stocks declined to a postspill low point in 1993, Ott used her creative talents to design award winning
fiber an quilts and pillows depicting the
animals and scenery of the Delta and
Prince William Sound. She gave up fishing entirely in 1995 when she joined tile
staff of the Alaska Clean Water Alliance
(ACWA).
My introduction to Riki, who was
then serving with me on the Board of
the ACWA,came on a kayak trip to the
Beardslee Islands in Glacier Bay
National Park in 1995. I was immediately captivated by Riki's "life is too short
to speak in complete sentences" intense,
rapid fire humor, energy and intellect,
and her ability to prompt people into
discussion and action.
Ott's dismay over threats to the

Delta from proposed new roads, clearcut
logging on national forest and native corporation private lands, and renewed mining proposals for the Delta led Ott to
propose the formation of a 'Copper River
Delta Project' (CORP) to the ACWA's
board in 1995. The CROP focused on
developing an environmentallyand economically sustainable future for Cordova
and the Delta.
Ott started a series of economic
development studies, community discussions which, among other results, led
to the expansion of the focus of the
Delta Project to the entire Copper River
Watershed in 1997.The CROP was
incorporated as an independent organization later that year.
Early in the process in 1994, Ott also
enrolled the Netherlands based Artists
For Nature Foundation (ANF) to take
on the Copper River Delea for iLS next
project. The result is this fine book.
The artworks from the project are
on tour to art museums throughout the
world over the next two years. The
exhibition opened in Anchorage in May
1998 and will be at Seattle's Frye Art
Museum from June 18th to September
5th, 1999.
•
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PeterLavigne regularlyvolunteersfor
n
Alaska environmentalprotectioncauses.
Non-residentsmay support the CopperRiver
WatenhedProjectwith a non-votingmemi....
bersleip contribution of $25 or more mailed
to CRWP, P.O. Box I560, Cordova,AK
99574.
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WESTERN WATER POLICY REVIEW ADVISORY COMMISSION

MORE INFORMATION

The full report from THE WESTERN WATER POLICY COMMISSION is online
at www.den.doi.gov. The Web site also publishes 15 research reports and six basin
reports, on the Columbia, Colorado, Platte, Sacramento-San Joaquin, Truckee-Carson
and Upper Rio Grande river systems. These research reports are particularly valuable
to an understanding of trends affecting western water:

MINING
THE BLM'S PROPOSED CHANGES TO HARDROCK MINING RULES
are published at its Internee Web site at http://www.blm.gov/nhp/. Written
comments on the rules should be sent no lacer than May 10, 1999, co the
following address: Bureau of Land Management, Administrative Record,
Nevada State Office, P.O. Box 12000, Reno, NV 89520-0006. For additional
information, you may call Paul McNutt at 775-861-6604; Bob Anderson at
202-208-4201; or Michael Schwarcz at 202-452-5198.

Resource Jlfanagement at the WatershedLevel, by Douglas S. Kenney and Betsy Rieke,
Natural Resource Law Center;
Western Land Use Trends and Policy, by William E. Riebsame, University of Colorado;
Patterns of Demographic, Economic and Value Change in the \#stern United States, by Pamela
Case and Gregory Alward, U.S. Forest Service
·
Aquatic Ecosystem Symposium, W.L. Minckley, ed., Arizona State University
Water i11 the West Today: A States' Perspective, Craig Bell, Executive Director, Western
States Water Council

THANK YOU

WaterQuality in the West, EPA, Region VIII, Denver, CO

CASCADIA TIMES RESEARCH
FUND CHARTER DONORS!

SALMON
For more information on protecting salmon in the city, contact: URBAN
WATERSHED INSTITUTE, Environmental Learning Center, Clackamas
Community College, 19600 S.Mollala Avenue, Oregon City, OR 97045.
(503) 657-6958 exc.5104. www.clackamas.cc.or.us/elc. (In partnership with The
Wetlands Conservancy and ShoreBank Pacific.)

Your Support Makes the Difference As We Cover
Environmental Issues in a Vast Region.
CASCADIA CIRCLE

SUSTAINERS

Anonymous
The Bullitt Foundation
The Lazar Foundation
NW Fund For the Environment

John Bjerke
Ron Buel
Dove Cooke
Jomes Gomwell
Mork Leven sky
Ken Margolis

MUCKRAKERS CLUB

Orion Group Associates
MCWILLIAMS

EVENTS
THE OREGON CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH welcomes the
public to a performance of Norton Buffalo, Grammy award nominee and blues sensation. The event, to support the center's work on addressing toxic sites, will be 7:30
p.m. Tuesday, May 13, at the Roseland Grill, Sixth and West Burnside in downtown
Portland. Tickets are $10 in advance, $12 at the door. For more information contact
David Paul, (503) 224-6602.

FRIENDS

SOCIETY

Pam Boker
Pamela Brown
Erik Fisher
Margaret Turano Conrodson
Poul
E. Libby
{in memory of Anthony M. Turano)
Irene
Potter
Ned Duhnkrock
Jomes Scott
Paul Fritz
D. W. Welti
Ian Gill
Eric Hansen
LIVING LIGHTLY
Richard Harmon
Paul V. Holmes
Peter Lavigne
Harold and Barbara Trautman

CONFERENCES
1999 ENDANGERED SPECIES ACTIVIST CONFERE~CE, June 4-7, 1999,
Washingron D.C. Top endangered species activists in North America will discuss:
implementation and reauthorization; habitat conservation plans. To register, send an
E-mail to: esc@stopextinction.org. Cost is $25. Three days and three nights of housing
and meals will be available for approximately $160. Need-based scholarships are available for housing and travel. Please ask for an application when you register.

"Dear CTRF, Your excellent coverage on the Federal Fee Demonstration in "land of
the Fee" prompted me to write a check and join the McWilliams Society. Keep up
the great investigative writings-with new and alarming facts." -Paul Fritz
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YES! Add my support as .a.charter
Cascadia Times Research Fund.

_$1000+ Cascadia Circle
_$501w1000 Muckrakers Club
_$101·500 McWilliamsSociety
_$51·100 Sustainers
_$25 Individual
_$15 Living Lightly
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member of the

Catch FREEMAN HOUSE reading from his new book, Totem Salmon (see page 16 for
an excerpt), at the following locations: May 8, Northtown Books, Arcata; May 16,
Village Books, Bellingham; May 18, Elliott Bay, Seattle; May 19, University Bookstore,
Seattle; May 21, Port Book & News, Port Angeles; June 11, Bloomsbury Books,
Ashland; June 12, Grass Roots, Corvallis; June 16, Powell's, Portland; June 17, Lucy's
Bookstore, Astoria.

Name:
Address:
.Ci~:-~~~-"--~~~-

State

ZIP

Email:

FAX
Tel: ----------O Check here if you do not want your gift acknowledged in Ccscodic Times.
Please make checks payable to the
CTRF, PO Box 42162, Portland, OR 97242

--------

I READINGS
I
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ELIZABETH GROSSMAN ANO SUSAN EWING, editors of Shadow Cat:
Encounters H't'th the America» Mountain Lion (Sasquatch Books, 1999), will read and from
the book, which includes essays by Rick Bass and many others, and show slides. The
schedule: at: Aunties Bookstore, Spokane, May 4; Fact & Fiction Bookstore, Missoula,
May 5; Ketchum Community Library, Ketchum, May 12; Log Cabin Literary Center,
Boise, May 13; Writer's Voice, Emerson Cultural Center, Bozeman, May 21; REI,
Redmond, WA, May 26; Waucoma Bookstore, Hood River, June 3; Powell's Books
(Hawthorne), Portland, June 23; Paulina Springs Book Company, Sisters, OR, June 26.

Mo BY
HOTEL

& OYSTER FARM
:~;:

Home of the Wild Oyster
on Willapa Bay
Nahcotta, Washington 98637
(on Sandridge Road)
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FOR REsERVATIONS OR INFORMATION

(360) 665-4543 •

(360) 665-6887

A 25-minute video documentary about inner city
air pollution and industrial neighbors who
want to know what they are breathing.
By acclaimed Portlandfilm producer Sharon Genasci
Produced by Rainbow Video & Film Productions. Filmed in Oregon, California and Washington.
Price: $59.00 institutional, $29.95 individual.

Contact: Sharon Genasci, Rainbow Video & Film Productions,

Pacific Oasis Original T-Shirt Designs
All designs by Susan R. Wellman
100% Cotton
M. L. XL $16.50
XXL $17.50
plus shipping and handling
!Washington residents please
add 7. 9 7: sales taxi

Calt(800)985-4237
PO Box 1543 MountVernon WA 98273
Pacific Oasis donates a portion of profits to environmentaland conservation organizations
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~ 1 Year Subscription (10 issues) ••••••••• $20
C 2 Year Subscription (20 issues) ••••••••• $36
D Canadian Price ••.••••••.•••••••
$34/Year
D Please renew my subscription for 1 year
O Please renew my subscription for 2 years
Name
Street

Gift for:
Name

--'--------------------
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Cit
State, Zip Code

Gift for:
Name
Street
Cit
State, Zip Code

Ci

Scace, Zip Code
[ like what you're doing. I've enclosed a donation to support Cascadia Times.

Amount:
Total Enclosed:
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MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO Cascadia Times
MAIL THIS FORM TO: Cascadia Times
25-6 NW 23rd Place, No. 406 Portland, OR 97210-3534
Phone: (503) 223-9036 Fax (503) 736-0097 Email: cascadia@spiritone.com

If you can't use this please pass on to a friend.

